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1 Introduction

In recent years, a variety of label-free microscopy techniques have been developed for imaging different kinds of specimens without the use of exogenous stains or fluorophores that may cause problems in studying dynamics and living systems. 9,10 Following this trend, label-free imaging is gradually being merged with classical diagnostic tools in many different fields. This mainly becomes possible due to the fact that laser technology used in nonlinear optical imaging has translated into powerful, well-established, robust, and turn-key systems, which are now commercially available. Several efforts have been undertaken to bring multimodal nonlinear imaging into more clinical applications. 3,6 Nonetheless, the widespread transfer to a clinical environment for routine biomedical imaging is still at an early stage. To facilitate this transition, two key aspects have to be taken into consideration in the microscopy platforms design: the detection scheme and laser technology. Especially in clinical applications, it is not possible to detect nonlinear signals in the forward propagation direction due to the thickness and the high scattering of the tissues of interest. The only possible way to detect those signals is in the backward (epi) direction which still represents a challenge due to the low intensity of the epi-propagation coherent Raman-based and second harmonic signals. 1,10 In terms of image acquisition, speed laser technology plays an important role as short pixel dwell time ensures less phototoxicity but at the same time generates lower image contrast. The ideal and universal laser source for multimodal nonlinear microscopy that meets the requirements of the most common imaging techniques, including coherent anti-Stokes Raman scattering (CARS), second harmonic generation (SHG), and two-photon fluorescence (TPF), at the same time is difficult to define in general, but optimum compromises can be reached by using femtosecond lasers. They produce very high peak powers and relatively low noise which are key factors for fast high contrast image formation, i.e., for real-time imaging. 17,18 Indeed, TPF and SHG signals increase with respect to the intensity of the excitation pulses provided the threshold for damage and saturation is not reached. 17 Spectral focusing CARS allows obtaining an optimum balance between spectral resolution in backward-directed hyperspectral CARS and sufficient signal intensities in TPF and SHG by changing the effective Raman width to be probed through the use of chirped pulses. 17,18 The particular chirp value chosen depends on the sample under observation and can be changed to target the required experimental needs. Since the pulses are chirped, changing the time delay between the pump and Stokes pulses changes the instantaneous frequency difference and, therefore, the Raman mode being probed. The use of chirped pulses allows to match the effective laser linewidth with the width of the Raman resonance under consideration resulting in an improved ratio between resonant and nonresonant signals. This is more advantageous when combined with an epi-detection scheme because the amount of backward-propagating nonresonant signal depends on scatterer size and its surrounding medium (their
difference in index of refraction). When using chirp-matched pulses, the interaction is maintained over a long temporal window. Temporal delay with equally chirped beams can select different molecular vibrations. In this way, hyperspectral imaging can be achieved by changing the relative delay between the interacting pulses. This method has been extensively used to image lipid content due to the high Raman cross section of these molecules in the C-H stretching vibrations. Indeed, intracellular lipid bodies and in general lipid metabolism play an important role in human health and diseases, i.e., in cancer development. In addition, TPF and SHG can visualize proteins and ions by fluorescent labeling or specific autofluorescence structure, such as elastin and noncentrosymmetric molecules, such as collagen to expand the observable biological structures.

In the majority of biological and medical imaging demonstrations/applications, Ti:sapphire femtosecond light sources have been used for simultaneous TPF, SHG, and CARS microscopy. Over the last decade, femtosecond fiber lasers have also shown tremendous progress in nonlinear microscopy. Much research activity has focused on the development of these robust and compact laser sources. They offer high average powers with high beam quality and low fabrication costs with low demands on peak power, polarization, emission band, and pulse quality. However, fiber and Ti:sapphire laser approaches face limitations in the implementation of backward-directed hyperspectral CARS combined with TPF and SHG. A bandwidth of a few nanometers is required to have enough spectral resolution to uniquely identify the Raman molecular signature of interest, i.e., to distinguish lipid and protein in the C-H vibrational region. Power levels in the range of 500 mW and tunability of the central wavelength are required for efficient CARS signal generation.

Ti:sapphire laser systems pumped by frequency-doubled diode-pumped solid-state lasers with high output powers and excellent beam quality have been already demonstrated in a clinical setting with TPF and SHG modalities in combination with a multiplex CARS add-on. One drawback, however, is that such laser systems still remain expensive and bulky preventing widespread use. Therefore, compact Ti:sapphire lasers are highly desired to facilitate the transition of this technology into a field diagnostic tool to diagnose of diseases at an early stage where molecular changes on a microscopic level occur.

Since ultrafast lasers first became commercially available in the early 1990s, the basic principle of how a mode-locked laser delivers femtosecond pulses has not undergone groundbreaking changes in the sense that their size, performance, and cost to a large extent still depend on the power, size, and cost of the available pump lasers. They are based on diode-pumped frequency-doubled solid-state lasers. In fact, the level of complexity of the pump source results in demanding manufacturing efforts. Thus, the size and cost of a femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser primarily depend on the availability and technology of the pump laser. In contrast to standard solid-state laser technology, a tapered diode laser combined with a periodically poled nonlinear crystal does not require any sensitive optical resonator to achieve SHG efficiencies up to 19% with one nonlinear crystal only in single-pass configuration. As alignment tolerances are significantly relieved compared to a resonator concept, innovative mounting and packaging technologies can be applied, aiming at significantly reduced costs, improved compactness, and performance with respect to low amplitude noise and long-term power stability. Using this concept, 82 mW from a mode-locked Ti:sapphire laser pumped by a single-pass frequency-doubled distributed Bragg reflector (DBR)-tapered diode laser was already demonstrated. Such a diode-pumped Ti:sapphire laser has recently been demonstrated for optical coherence tomography and multiphoton microscopy. However, the output power was limited to below 200 mW, which is less than that required for multimodal hyperspectral CARS imaging in backward direction propagation. Recently, a new concept for power scaling the SHG by cascading conversion stages was introduced. Using two nonlinear crystals, 39% optical efficiency was achieved from a 10.5 W DBR-tapered diode laser. Such a laser could significantly boost the performance of diode-pumped femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers to be used for multimodal hyperspectral CARS.

Here we present a multimodal nonlinear optical laser scanning microscope featuring simultaneous acquisition of hyperspectral CARS, SHG, and TPF in the backward propagation direction using a compact and potentially cost-effective femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser. The pump source combines a spectrally stabilized, high-efficient, and high-brightness tapered diode laser with periodically poled nonlinear crystals. The combination of the epi-detection scheme and the use of the abovementioned laser system allow to record $160 \times 160 \mu m^2$ multimodal images of a fresh mouse ear tissue with a frame rate of more than 1 Hz.

2 Material and Methods

2.1 Compact Diode-Pumped Ti:Sapphire Laser

As described by Hansen et al., the pump laser consists of a 6 mm DBR-tapered diode laser generating 10.5 W of light at 1064 nm. Two separate electrical contacts control the currents through a 4-mm tapered diode section and half of a 2-mm ridge wave guide section. The DBR-tapered diode laser is mounted p-side up on a CuW heat spreader which is again mounted on a $25 \times 25 \text{mm}^2$ conduction-cooled package mount. The astigmatic emission from the diode is collimated by an aspheric lens in the fast axis and a cylindrical lens is added to correct the astigmatism and collimate the beam in the slow axis. The collimated beam is then sent through an optical isolator to prevent light from being reflected back to the DBR-tapered diode laser. A half-wave plate is used after the isolator to adjust the polarization and optimize the SHG. For efficient frequency doubling, a lens focuses the beam into a 40 mm periodically poled MgO-doped lithium niobate (PPMgLN) crystal with a beam waist diameter of $\sim 80 \mu m$. The crystal is antireflection coated at 1064 and 532 nm with temperature stabilization at 40°C. The green and infrared beams are reimaged into a 40 mm long periodically poled MgO-doped stoichiometric lithium tantalate (PPMgSLT) crystal using two spherical mirrors and a glass plate compensates for phase shift between the two wavelengths. The SHG output power reaches up to 3.0 W. The sealed housing of the DBR-tapered diode laser plus conversion stage (laser head) has a footprint of about $183 \times 114 \text{mm}^2$. The emission of this setup is used to pump a dispersive mirror based femtosecond laser. Our gain medium is a Ti:sapphire crystal with a 4-mm optical path. The pump beam having a collimated diameter of about 2.5 mm is focused into the crystal with a 35-mm focal length AR-coated lens. Two dichroic curved mirrors are focusing and directing the beam to both arms of the x-folded cavity (Fig. [1]). The angles are optimized to compensate for astigmatism inside the crystal. The intracavity dispersion is matched to support a sufficient bandwidth at optimized output power for simultaneous
hyperspectral CARS, SHG, and TPF operation. In order to reduce the system size and complexity for improved reliability and stability, the repetition rate is increased compared to state-of-the-art femtosecond Ti:sapphire lasers applicable for CARS. Mode-locked output power goes up to 540 mW with a full width at half maximum (FWHM) bandwidth of ∼15 nm centered at 805 nm with a repetition rate of 125 MHz (Fig. 1). The Ti:sapphire laser and pump laser are temperature stabilized using a chiller.

2.2 Epi-Detecting Multimodal Hyperspectral Microscope

The above described laser system is used as a pump source for the epi-detecting multimodal hyperspectral setup shown in Fig. 2. The multimodal nonlinear scanning microscope is capable to simultaneously detect backward-propagating TPF, SHG, and hyperspectral CARS signals generated within the focal volume. Point scanning is performed by a pair of galvanometric scanning mirrors (6220H 8-mm diameter, Cambridge Technology) and the sample position is controlled by a three-dimensional motorized stage (PILine xy M687, Plano z P736, Physik Instrumente GmbH & Co. KG). Moreover, CARS signals are generated by means of chirped pulses (the so-called hyperspectral or spectral focusing) to add a spectral dimension to the CARS image providing molecule-specific information of the specimen in question. This feature is of particular importance for biological and medical applications where the interpretation of the images, in most of the cases, is difficult due to the heterogeneous molecular composition of the sample.

The output beam of the compact diode-pumped Ti:sapphire femtosecond oscillator is split by a 60:40 beam splitter into the pump (200 mW) and the Stokes arm (300 mW). The light for the Stokes beam is then obtained by means of a polarization-maintaining photonic crystal fiber (PCF 5 from Klarskov et al.30) which generates a broad continuum ranging from visible to near-infrared spectral wavelengths.30 An 18 nm FWHM portion of a smooth broad peak generated around 1050 nm is filtered and subsequently amplified in a polarization maintaining single-mode ytterbium-doped fiber amplifier, to reach the desired pulse energy in the Stokes beam before recombining it with the pump beam. The amplified output for the Stokes beam has a maximum achievable output power of 130 mW. To allow for full control of the amount of chirp, first both the pump and the Stokes pulses are compressed using dispersive mirrors to achieve the shortest pulse duration at the sample. While the pump pulses are compressed to ∼70 fs at a center wavelength of 805 nm, the Stokes pulses are compressed to ∼100 fs at a center wavelength of 1050 nm. Then, to introduce equal chirp on the pump and Stokes pulses in the simplest possible way, a...
5-cm long block of SF57 glass is placed in the Stokes arm before being recombined, and after recombination both beams pass through a 10-cm long block of SF57 glass to achieve nearly matched chirps. The pump has no additional dispersive elements added before recombination. The chirped pulse durations of the pump and Stokes beams are around 1 and 0.7 ps, respectively. This difference in time duration is due to the different transform-limited bandwidths of the pump and the Stokes pulses. This configuration allows a spectral resolution for CARS spectroscopic microscopy of about 35 cm\(^{-1}\). The change in the temporal overlap is controlled by a computer-controlled delay stage allowing for fast tuning of the Raman frequency, covering the frequency range corresponding to the C-H stretching vibrations. The pump and the Stokes pulses are focused on the sample using a water immersion objective (NIR Apo 40x, Nikon) with a numerical aperture of 0.8. The epi-collection is performed by means of dichroic mirrors and photomultiplier tubes. The combination of a dichroic mirror (T680spxr, Chroma) and short-wave pass filter (RazorEdge 785, Semrock) decouples the excitation light from the generated signals and prevents leakage. Furthermore, two additional dichroic mirrors (T613spxxx, T412lpxt, Chroma) enable the simultaneous collection of CARS, TPF, and SHG. A band-pass filter (HQ640/50 m, Chroma) and a high-sensitive amplified photomultiplier tube (H7422-40, Hamamatsu) are used to collect the generated anti-Stokes signals. SHG and TPF are decoupled by means of a dichroic mirror (T412lpxt, Chroma). SHG is provided by an additional band-pass filter (BrightLine FF01-400/50-25, Semrock) and second amplified PMT (H10721-20, Hamamatsu). The last channel detects TPF with a similar detector head. Data acquisition is controlled by ScanImage 3.8 software.

3 Discussion and Results

The performance of the presented compact multimodal nonlinear epi-detected microscope is demonstrated by recording hyperspectral images of a test sample consisting of a mixture of polystyrene and polymethyl methacrylate (PMMA) microspheres of 44- and 11-μm diameter, respectively, immersed in water. The image shown in Fig. 3 is a projection of a 240 × 256 pixels hyperspectral image dataset recorded along the spectral dimension from ~2300 to ~3450 cm\(^{-1}\), corresponding to a time delay range between the pump and Stokes pulses of ±1.66 ps. Two different beads can be clearly identified in Fig. 3 wherein the contrast is obtained from the slightly different Raman resonances of the beads in the image, located at ~2950 cm\(^{-1}\) for the PMMA and at ~2930 and ~3050 cm\(^{-1}\) for the polystyrene beads. A spontaneous Raman spectrum of polystyrene and PMMA beads is shown for comparison. The FWHM of the spontaneous Raman signal from PMMA beads at the ~2950 cm\(^{-1}\) band is ~40 cm\(^{-1}\), allowing a crude estimate of our spectral resolution. With the degree of chirp set in our system, the measured FWHM of the ~2950 cm\(^{-1}\) band is ~70 cm\(^{-1}\), indicating a spectral resolution of ~35 cm\(^{-1}\). Thus, our arrangement allows not only for spatial discrimination, but also spectral discrimination between PMMA and the polystyrene beads.

We further demonstrate CARS-based multimodal imaging of a biological tissue of interest for the study of sebaceous glands: a portion of mouse ear tissue was imaged ex vivo. Sebaceous glands are microscopic glands present in the skin of all mammals that secrete a fatty substance, called sebum, onto the epithelial surface to lubricate and isolate the skin surface. The mode of secretion of the sebaceous glands is classified as holocrine since the sebum is released by the rupture of the plasma membrane-releasing holocrine, which is produced in the cytoplasm of the cells. The study of complex neuro-immune endocrine functions involved in the sebaceous glands has led to a growing interest in its physiology. There exist several related medical conditions in humans involving sebum, including acne vulgaris, sebaceous cyst, hyperplasia, and sebaceous adenoma which can be assessed by looking at the lipid content of the cells composing the gland using the multimodal nonlinear setup in Fig. 4. Therefore, the use of hyperspectral CARS to visualize

![Fig. 3 Measured CARS spectrum of polystyrene (blue) and PMMA (red) beads obtained by scanning the time delay between the pump and Stokes pulses. For comparison, polystyrene and PMMA Raman spectra are shown in blue and red shaded area, respectively. Inset: Epi-detected CARS image of a mixture of polystyrene beads and PMMA suspended in water, 256 × 256 pixels, 6.4 μs pixel dwell time. The pump and Stokes powers at the sample were 19.2 and 6 mW, respectively.](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
the lipid content of these glands during their normal holocrine secretion process and in response to damage can give a label-free way to study these types of diseases.34

A small portion of fresh mouse ear tissue was imaged within less than one hour after excision. We collected in the backward propagation direction the signals generated within the sample at different depths. The CARS signal in Fig. 4(b) shows sebocytes composing the sebaceous gland, which are clearly visible due to their high lipids content. Intracellular lipid lobules are visible as bright granules within each sebocyte, whereas nuclei and cell membranes are visible as dark structures due to their lower lipid content. The CARS signal from adipose tissue is shown in Fig. 4(c) where the fat cells are clearly identified. In Fig. 4(d) we show a CARS-based multimodal image of another sebaceous gland from the same tissue sample where epi-detected CARS, SHG, and TPF are represented with red, blue, and green colors, respectively. Also in this case, the epi-detected CARS signal shows sebaceous glands rich in lipids. The epi-detected SHG signal is generated from collagen composing the dermis layer of the skin tissue showing the collagen matrix supporting the sebaceous gland. TPF is generated through autofluorescence which arises mainly from elastin, a basic component of the extracellular matrix in the dermis layer. Despite the fact that backward-propagating signals in general are much weaker compared to forward-propagating signals, the energy of the femtosecond pulses delivered by the compact diode-pumped femtosecond laser system allows to obtain enough contrast from different structures in the mouse skin to clearly reveal the fat cells composing the adipose tissue, sebaceous glands, and collagen fibrils constituting the full collagen matrix. It is important to emphasize that all three signals are endogenous to the sample and no stains were used to enhance the contrast, i.e., label-free or stain-free imaging.

4 Conclusion

In conclusion, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first epi-detected multimodal hyperspectral microscope platform using a compact diode-pumped Ti:sapphire femtosecond laser. This laser delivers more than 500 mW which is the highest output power ever reported from a compact non-solid-state laser pumped

![Image](https://www.spiedigitallibrary.org/journals/Journal-of-Biomedical-Optics)
femtosecond Ti:sapphire laser. Since this light source makes use of a frequency-doubled DBR-tapered diode pump laser, it not only ensure compactness, cost-effectiveness, and reduced power consumption compared to conventional Ti:sapphire lasers, but can also be designed to emit at a specific wavelength range between 700 and 900 nm. The imaging capability of the system was tested by imaging SHG, TPF, and CARS signals in the C-H stretching vibrational region from a mixture of polystyrene and PMMA beads and from fresh unstained mouse ear tissue. By means of spectral focusing, pump and Stokes pulses were equally chirped, providing a spectral resolution for CARS spectroscopic microscopy of ~35 cm⁻¹. The images presented here demonstrate the potential of our approach for a compact, practical, and high performance CARS-based multimodal microscope (CARS, SHG, and TPF). The obtained image quality is comparable to the image quality achieved with previous demonstrations, suggesting that this imaging platform could pave the way for use in routine clinical environment.
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